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ABSTRACT: Collaborative ﬁsheries research provides a mecha­
nism for integrating the unique knowledge, experience, and skills of 
ﬁshermen and scientists. It is a joint intellectual endeavor that begins 
with the inception of a project and continues until its ﬁnal stages, 
with each group having mutual investment in—and ownership of— 
the project. Collaborative ﬁsheries research promotes communica­
tion and trust among ﬁshermen, scientists, and managers and can 
provide much-needed scientiﬁcally valid data for ﬁsheries manage­
ment. It can enhance federal and state management data collection 
programs, which span broad sections of coastline, by increasing the 
ability to detect changes in local metapopulations that may be over-
ﬁshed or underutilized. We describe a methodology for conducting 
collaborative ﬁsheries surveys and apply it to marine protected areas 
along the central California coast. During a series of workshops in 
2006, attended by members of the ﬁshing, academic, environmen­
tal, and management communities, protocols were established for 
conducting hook-and-line surveys collaboratively with commercial 
passenger ﬁshing vessel captains and volunteer recreational anglers. 
The protocols have been implemented annually since 2007. This 
case study highlights the effectiveness of—and the essential steps 
in—developing our collaborative ﬁsheries research and monitoring 
projects. 
Introduction 
Cooperative research has increasingly gained momentum 
as an effective tool for generating ﬁsheries data. “Cooperative 
research” describes research with any degree of partnership 
among various parties, including “commercial and recreational 
ﬁshermen, ﬁshing industry groups, nongovernmental organi­
zations (NGOs), Sea Grant, state resource agencies, and uni­
versities” (National Research Council [NRC] 2004). Within 
cooperative research exists a continuum from strictly coop­
erative to fully collaborative, with each indicating a different 
level of involvement from participating groups. An example 
of cooperative research is chartering a ﬁshing vessel to con­
duct surveys. At the other end of the spectrum, a collaborative 
program would incorporate ﬁshermen into “all phases of the 
research process including formulation of the research question 
and generation of the hypothesis” (NRC 2004). 
Uso del conocimiento y experiencia de 
los pescadores: clave del éxito en la in­
vestigación pesquera colaborativa 
RESUMEN: la investigación pesquera colaborativa 
brinda un mecanismo para integrar el conocimiento, 
experiencia y habilidades de pescadores y científicos. 
Representa una tarea intelectual conjunta que comienza 
con una propuesta de proyecto y hacia sus etapas fina­
les, los grupos cuentan con una inversión mutua en –y 
siendo propietarios del- proyecto mismo. La investig­
ación pesquera colaborativa promueve la comunicación 
y confianza entre pescadores, científicos y manejadores 
así como también puede proveer los tan necesitados da­
tos, científicamente validados, para el manejo pesquero.
Esto también puede mejorar los programas federales y 
estatales de colección y manejo de datos, los cuales abar­
can grandes extensiones de la línea costera, a través del 
mejoramiento de las habilidades para detectar los cam­
bios en metapoblaciones locales que pueden estar sobre­
explotadas o subutilizadas. Se describe la metodología 
para llevar a cabo sondeos colaborativos en pesquerías 
y su aplicación en Áreas Marinas Protegidas a lo largo
de la porción central de California. Durante una serie de 
talleres de trabajo realizados en 2006, a los que atendi­
eron miembros del sector pesquero, académico, ambi­
ental y de manejo de comunidades, se establecieron los 
protocolos para conducir de forma conjunta encuestas a 
los capitanes de embarcaciones pesqueras y pescadores 
voluntarios de embarcaciones recreativas. Los protocolos 
se han implementado anualmente desde 2007. Este caso
de estudio destaca la efectividad del –y los pasos funda­
mentales para el- desarrollo de la investigación pesquera 
colaborativa y de proyectos de monitoreo. 
The advantages of cooperation have been veriﬁed by 
numerous research projects. Beneﬁts include reduced costs 
(Harms and Sylvia 2000; Johnson and van Densen 2007; Hart 
et al. 2008), increased sampling frequency, the ability to ad­
dress immediate issues (as opposed to conventional data col­
lection methods that may not recognize immediate data needs; 
Conway and Pomeroy 2006), and the generation of ﬁne-scale 
data (Harms and Sylvia 2000; Johnson and van Densen 2007) 
that can be used in subpopulation-level assessments. Assess­
ments of ﬁsh populations are often done over a broad geo­
graphic scale due to logistical and funding restrictions. With­
out ﬁne-scale information there is the potential to mask the 
  
existence of metapopulations (spatially discrete populations of 
a species) and localized overﬁshing or underutilization of ﬁsh­
eries resources (Tuckey et al. 2007). Moreover, surveying with 
more passive ﬁshing gear—such as hook-and-line or traps— 
can be effective at catching cryptic or crevice-dwelling species 
that are not susceptible to traditional survey methods (e.g., 
trawling, visual surveys). Fishermen can also provide fresh per­
spectives on emerging or pressing issues (Gilden and Conway 
2002); given their familiarity with local ecosystems, they are 
well positioned to detect ﬁne-scale changes in ﬁsh populations 
(Daw et al. 2011) and to serve as an early warning network 
(Rochet et al. 2008). 
In addition to the enhancement of ﬁsheries data, coop­
erative research provides an opportunity to build, rebuild, or 
strengthen communication and trust among industry members, 
scientiﬁc groups, and/or resource managers (Conway and Pome­
roy 2006; Hartley and Robertson 2008; Feeney et al. 2010). 
Increased communication can minimize negative relationships 
(such as disregard for regulations) between ﬁshing commu­
nities and management agencies that often occur because of 
distrust for management decisions (Kaplan and McCay 2004; 
Hartley and Robertson 2006; Johnson and van Densen 2007). 
Cooperative research can reduce the suspicion and controversy 
that stems from opaque management, wherein the assessment 
process is incomprehensible or hidden from industry members, 
and from discrepancies between scientiﬁc inferences and ﬁsh­
ermen’s direct observations (Gilden and Conway 2002; Kaplan 
and McCay 2004). Cooperative research diminishes these bar­
riers by enhancing transparency and communication (Gilden 
and Conway 2002; Kaplan and McCay 2004; Johnson and van 
Densen 2007) and fostering mutual education and knowledge 
exchange (Hartley and Robertson 2008; Johnson 2010). This 
is valuable because members of the ﬁshing industry are more 
likely to trust science when they understand how it works 
(Johnson and van Densen 2007) and if they are allowed to par­
ticipate in it (NRC 2004). In addition, involving ﬁshermen in 
the research process is a mechanism to validate ﬁshermen’s role 
in the ﬁshery, to provide an avenue for greater ownership and 
investment in the ﬁshery (Gilden and Conway 2002; Jones et 
al. 2007; Wells et al. 2010), and to facilitate stewardship. Co­
operative research also provides an opportunity for scientists to 
invest in local ﬁshing communities (Gilden and Conway 2002; 
Hartley and Robertson 2006). 
Although there are many beneﬁts to cooperative research, 
there are also potential drawbacks. Attitudes toward coopera­
tion from the ﬁshing, scientiﬁc, and management communities 
can be both positive and negative (Harms and Sylvia 2000; 
Silver and Campbell 2005; Hartley and Robertson 2008). 
Whereas some ﬁshermen feel that it is important for their 
expertise and knowledge to be incorporated into scientiﬁc re­
search, there is also skepticism and fear within the ﬁshing com­
munity that the data that they help to produce will be used 
against them and will harm the ﬁshery or their way of life (Sil­
ver and Campbell 2005; Conway and Pomeroy 2006; Steneck 
2006; Jones et al. 2007; Hartley and Robertson 2008; Hartley 
and Robertson 2009). Conversely, some resource managers fear 
that ﬁshermen may provide unreliable or deliberately falsiﬁed 
data (Harms and Sylvia 2000; Silver and Campbell 2005). An 
additional hindrance to cooperation is a potential increase in 
research costs (Gilden and Conway 2002), particularly if the 
outcome is inferior to that which could have been produced 
by scientists alone (Schumann 2010) and thus a consequence 
could arise whereby funding for research might prove difﬁcult 
(NRC 2004). 
Collaborative research, as opposed to strictly cooperative 
research, can better address these obstacles and communica­
tion barriers. Because collaboration involves members of the 
ﬁshing industry in each phase of research—including the gen­
eration of research questions, developing sampling protocols, 
collecting data, and analyzing, interpreting, and disseminating 
results (Wendt and Starr 2009)—there are more opportunities 
for communication, mutual education, and trust building. In 
addition, by involving ﬁshermen in each phase, they become 
more invested in the project and have more conﬁdence in the 
data and the results (NRC 2004). Truly collaborative research 
also provides an opportunity for scientists to reveal the rigor 
behind scientiﬁc design and ﬁsheries assessments (Gilden and 
Conway 2002), removing the “black box” feel toward scien­
tiﬁc data collection. It is possible, without excessive effort, to 
convey concepts of scientiﬁc principles and important aspects 
of scientiﬁc design (e.g., standardized methods, proper data re­
cording, etc.) in a comprehensive manner and to demonstrate 
how this relates to the quality of results. Furthermore, it pro­
vides an opportunity for scientists to acknowledge the unique 
skills and experience that ﬁshermen possess. 
In this article, we describe a methodology for successfully 
creating and performing a collaborative research survey, using 
a case study of ﬁsheries monitoring of central California marine 
protected areas (MPAs). In doing so, we outline eight speciﬁc 
steps that should be followed to ensure a successful collabora­
tive research effort. 
A Methodological Framework for 
Establishing a Collaborative Research 
Survey 
In 2007, in accordance with the 1999 California Marine 
Life Protection Act (MLPA; California Department of Fish 
and Game [CDFG] 2008), 29 MPAs were established along the 
central California coast, from Pigeon Point to Point Concep­
tion (Figure 1). The closed areas encompassed 528 km2, 40 km2 
of which were designated as “no take” state marine reserves 
(California Marine Life Protection Act Initiative [CMLPA] 
2007). The Central Coast MPAs inaugurated the MLPA plan 
to establish MPAs along the 2,000-km coast of California one 
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In 2006, in anticipation of the implementa­
tion of these MPAs and to promote collabora­
tive research along the Paciﬁc coast, the Cali­
fornia Collaborative Fisheries Research Program 
(CCFRP) was formed. The initial goal of the 
CCFRP was to establish a baseline that could be 
used to assess temporal changes in the ﬁsh popula­
tions within the newly designated MPAs (Wendt 
and Starr 2009). During a series of workshops 
attended by members of the ﬁshing, academic, 
environmental, ﬁshery management, and NGO 
communities, survey goals and sampling protocols 
were established. Since then, these protocols have 
been implemented at sea each year (2007–2010). 
Through our previous cooperative and col­
laborative research projects and the research and 
monitoring implemented by the CCFRP, we have 
identiﬁed eight key steps for successfully develop­
ing and implementing collaborative ﬁsheries re­
search (Figure 2). These steps are detailed in the 
following sections, in approximately chronologi­
cal order. 
Create a Solid Foundation: Identify 
Collaborators and Build Relationships 
It is valuable to create a strong foundation
on which to develop a collaborative project. The
success of the project depends on trust and sense
of partnership (Pinto da Silva and Kitts 2006).
Helpful tasks in creating this foundation include
identifying willing and interested collaborators and
building personal relationships. Open communica­
tion about perceptions and concerns should begin
at this step. It is also useful to recognize and respect
cultural differences from the beginning and to ac­
knowledge the various perspectives that exist. 
For widespread acceptance of the results of 
region at a time, starting with the Central Coast (established in 
2007), followed by the North Central Coast (in 2010), South 
Coast (2011), North Coast (in progress), and ﬁnishing with 
San Francisco Bay (process beginning; CDFG 2011). The pro­
cedure for designing and implementing MPAs in each of these 
regions is thorough and time intensive; it involves a variety 
of stakeholders and is open to the public. Efforts are made to 
reach a compromise among stakeholder groups, yet tension re­
mains high as each group argues for a design that best suits 
their interests. Central California consists of relatively small 
historic ﬁshing communities, with primarily recreational and 
some nearshore commercial ﬁshing activity. Though ports in 
this area are not industrial, ﬁsheries management decisions af­
fect a large number of people. 
the collaborative research, it is important that the scope of col­
laborators be as broad as possible while still being appropri­
ate to the given research need. This can be accomplished by 
involving both primary and secondary collaborators (Maien­
schein 1993); the former are those who will work together dur­
ing most steps of the research process and the latter are those 
who will be involved on a less substantial basis but will still 
contribute to aspects of the research (e.g., advising on protocol 
development). Collaborators may include ﬁshermen, scientists, 
members of NGOs, and anyone (including the general public) 
who is supportive of the concept and can give feedback on the 
survey design and results. In addition, it is advisable to include 
resource managers as collaborators so that the project can be 
linked to a management data need. 
Keys to Success 
Create a Solid Foundation 
- Include collaborators that are enthusiastic about the project 
- Broaden the scope of collaborators 
- Discuss _Qer~ectives and concerns OQ_en_!y_ 
Define Success 
- Ensure that goals are clear and agreed upon by collaborators 
- Determine what "success" means 
-Address timely issues and management needs 
Define Roles 
-Acknowledge the knowledge and skills of each collaborator; 
utilize these to their full capacity 
- Communicate individual constraints 
Define the Scope 
-Select locations that are relevant to management and are 
feasible 
- Allow the extent of the project to reflect available resources 
Develop a Sampling Plan 
- Design research that utilizes the expertise of all collaborators 
- Develop protocols using a facilitated workshop format 
- Train all participants before implementation 
~ 
lmolementthe Project 
- Designate project leads for "on-the-water" decision making 
- Execute protocols collaboratively in a standardized manner 
- Be prepared for unexpected field conditions 
~ 
Evaluate the Project 
- Be rigorous in data organization and evaluation 
- Share interpretations about the results; build consensus 
-Encourage 1° and 2° collaborators to evaluate survey design 
Communicate the Results 
-Outreach to the public, to all collaborators and their respective 
communities through appropriate mediums and language 
- Continue communication beyond project com_Qietion 
Barriers to Success 
- Not providing sufficient incentives 
- Not acknowledging differences in culture 
- Excluding potential collaborators (e.g., 
community leaders) 
- Creating goals that are too narrow, too 
broad, or infeasible 
- Having unrealistic expectations 
- Not listening to all collaborators' input 
- Not dividing responsibilities proportionately 
or appropriately 
- Ignoring time, financial, and logistic 
constraints 
- Designing a survey that is not cost effective 
or does not reflect project goals 
- Ignoring input from collaborators 
- Being inflexible 
- Not assigning decision making authority 
- Not training before executing protocols 
- Not making the data available to 
collaborating fishermen 
- Not being transparent about data analysis 
- Ignoring feedback about surveys 
- Not communicating with managers about 
ways to implement the data 
- Using the data to advocate for a particular 
management alternative 
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 For the CCFRP MPA program, the primary collaborators 
include scientists (from both academic institutions and man­
agement agencies) and members of the ﬁshing community who 
are enthusiastic about the research and want to play a central 
role in the project. In addition to their interest, collaborating 
ﬁshermen were initially selected with respect to the species we 
targeted, which inﬂuenced our vessel requirements, sampling 
gear, and ﬁshing protocols. Additional requirements for collab­
orators include licenses, permits, and insurance. Because near-
shore ﬁshes along the central California coast consist primarily 
of cryptic species, hook-and-line ﬁshing gear was selected as 
the survey sampling gear. Commercial passenger ﬁshing vessel 
(CPFV; i.e., charter boat for sport ﬁshing) captains and local 
recreational anglers were therefore identiﬁed as ideal collabo­
rators. 
Members of central California ﬁshing communities as well 
as those of resource management, academic, NGOs, other ﬁsh­
ing groups, and the public were invited to workshops to discuss 
the project and to help identify collaborators. The workshops 
were always convened and run by a professional facilitator, who 
helped guide the meetings and acted as a neutral party to help 
build consensus among participants. At the outset we encour­
aged participants to share their perspectives on the status of the 
resource, what they could contribute to the research process, 
and their apprehensions. Additionally, in order to foster an ex­
change of ideas and to understand the discrepancies in perspec­
tives, phone calls and in-person meetings with collaborators 
were made outside of the workshops. Collaborators’ concerns 
were then addressed and compromises and adjustments were 
made when the result would not affect the scientiﬁc integrity of 
the project (e.g., one captain did not want to submerge any sci­
entiﬁc equipment [temperature sensor, Secchi disc] frequently 
or at the start of ﬁshing for fear that it would scare off the ﬁsh). 
Deﬁne Success: Identify Program Goals and 
Objectives 
Project success requires that clear and realistic goals and 
objectives be established early on (Wiber et al. 2009). The 
goals should be neither too broad nor too narrow in scope 
(Harms and Sylvia 2000). Also, the project must address rel­
evant and timely issues. In addition to establishing the project 
goals, it is also beneﬁcial to discuss the desired ﬁnal products 
and what “success” for the project means to each collaborator, 
as well as what will be done with the data—where it will go, 
who will use it, how it will be used, and how the resultant in­
formation will be communicated. For these reasons, it is useful 
to include management agency scientists and staff as primary 
collaborators. It is important that all participants have input, 
that everyone’s input be considered, and that each collabora­
tor be treated as an equal in the process in order to build trust 
(Johnson and van Densen 2007). 
To establish CCFRP research objectives, the identiﬁed 
collaborators convened during a second series of workshops, 
which were scheduled at convenient locations and at times 
that were accommodating to the ﬁshermen’s schedules. During 
the workshops, speciﬁc project questions, hypotheses, and goals 
were identiﬁed, with the intention of having them reﬂect the 
collective interest of all collaborators. Sufﬁcient time was allot­
ted at the workshops for each collaborator to comment so that 
their concerns and ideas were discussed. As a result of these 
workshops, the goals of the CCFRP MPA surveys (Wendt and 
Starr 2009) were determined to be as follows: to (1) utilize the 
expertise of both scientists and ﬁshermen to develop and con­
duct a scientiﬁcally sound research program; (2) collect data to 
assess the impact of marine protected areas on nearshore ﬁsh 
assemblages; (3) collect data for federal stock assessments of 
nearshore species; (4) engage the public in research and educa­
tion about marine conservation and stewardship; and (5) open 
up a dialogue among stakeholders regarding California’s MPAs. 
Deﬁne Roles: Discuss and Delineate 
Responsibilities 
It is helpful to acknowledge and utilize, to their full ca­
pacity, the unique skill sets and knowledge bases of each col­
laborator. In order to do this, the roles and responsibilities of 
each collaborator must be deﬁned early on (Johnson and van 
Densen 2007), including assignment of ﬁnancial and time ob­
ligations, responsibility for securing funds, and responsibility 
for data management, analysis, and dissemination. Scientists 
are best qualiﬁed to lead in the discussion and planning of 
sampling design and data requirements, as well as data analysis 
and modeling capabilities. In contrast, ﬁshermen are uniquely 
qualiﬁed to identify appropriate sampling methods (i.e., ﬁshing 
techniques), locate ﬁsh, account for environmental variables 
that may inﬂuence ﬁsh distributions and aggregations (e.g., sea­
sonal climate changes), assume responsibility for the safety of 
crew members when at sea, and plan for project expenses. 
Responsibilities for the CCFRP project were delegated 
according to each collaborator’s skills. For the MPA surveys, 
scientists were responsible for organizing and overseeing the 
survey operations, recording data, organizing volunteers, pro­
viding the standardized ﬁshing tackle, organizing and synthe­
sizing the data, and procuring funds to run the sampling pro­
gram. Collaborating captains provided rods, reels, and bait; 
transported science crew and volunteers to and from the survey 
sites; and identiﬁed optimal ﬁshing locations within sampling 
grid cells. Volunteer anglers were responsible for catching the 
ﬁshes (Figure 3). Deckhands assisted the science crew with 
tasks such as ﬁsh handling and release (to minimize injury to 
the ﬁsh), ensured that the tackle was standardized, helped the 
volunteers, informed the scientists when seals or sea lions were 
present (which may affect total catch rate), and assisted the 
crew in collecting Secchi depth and water temperature mea­
surements. 
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CCFRP survey, (b) a planning workshop where we worked with CPFV 
captains to determine survey areas, and (c) a postsurvey workshop in 
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Deﬁne the Scope: Determine Survey Sites and 
Sampling Intensity 
In determining the location and extent of a research proj­
ect, logistical, ﬁnancial, and time constraints must be consid­
ered. Location may be dictated by the need for data in a speciﬁc 
area or for a given ﬁsh population, proximity to a port and/or 
access to vessels that can reach distant locations, and the de­
gree to which a given sampling area is representative of other 
areas. Sampling units within the survey areas can be delineated 
based on a variety of factors, including environmental gradi­
ents (Van Nguyen and Phan 2008), bathymetry, substrate, ease 
of access, and ﬁsh abundance. 
During the second round of workshops, federal stock as­
sessment scientists noted that for CCFRP data to be used in 
standard stock assessment models—such as those conducted 
by state and federal management agencies in California—the 
data needed to be collected over broad spatial and temporal 
scales using standardized protocols (Dr. Steve Ralston, Na­
tional Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Southwest 
Fisheries Science Center, personal communication). These 
criteria affected the decisions made about the location of sam­
pling sites and frequency of sampling. For our survey data to 
be useful for stock assessments, we distributed our effort across 
as broad a geographic region as we could. We included 4 of 
the 29 central California MPAs that went into effect in 2007 
(CMLPA 2007): the Año Nuevo State Marine Conservation 
Area (SMCA) and the Point Lobos, Piedras Blancas, and Point 
Buchon State Marine Reserves (SMRs; Figure 1), which cover 
nearly 400 km along the coast. These sites were chosen be­
cause (1) they span the breadth of the central California MPA 
region and (2) because the nearshore rocky habitats within 
them are extensive and broadly representative of rocky habi­
tats along the central California coastal region. These sites are 
also popular ﬁshing areas for both recreational and commercial 
ﬁshermen and are near ports with CPFVs. Furthermore, a por­
tion of the Point Lobos SMR has been closed to ﬁshing since 
1973 (McArdle 1997). Therefore, including the Point Lobos 
SMR as a sampling site allowed us to compare ﬁsh assemblages 
in an area that has been closed to ﬁshing for more than three 
decades with those in a newly established MPA. In addition 
to the MPAs, corresponding reference sites were selected for 
sampling. Each reference site was chosen with the criteria that 
it shares similar size, habitat, bathymetry, and oceanographic 
conditions with the MPA but is far enough away to minimize 
the potential that ﬁsh populations inside the reference site 
were greatly inﬂuenced by the MPA (e.g., by spillover from the 
MPA). Collaborating ﬁshermen were helpful in choosing ap­
propriate survey areas and reference sites for the MPAs by ap­
plying their extensive knowledge of the historic ﬁshing activity 
at the sites and the available habitat. 
Within the selected MPAs, 500 m × 500 m grid cells de­
lineated the survey area. In order to determine the placement 
 of the grid cells, we provided the collaborating CPFV captains 
with nautical charts and asked them to draw polygons, iden­
tifying locations with suitable ﬁsh habitat within water that 
was shallower than 40 m (to limit ﬁshing mortality from baro­
trauma). We also asked that they indicate areas that were lo­
gistically infeasible to sample (Figure 3). The grid cells were 
created from their suggestions along with side scan sonar and 
bathymetry data. 
Develop a Sampling Plan: Create and Evaluate 
Protocols 
Once the survey objectives, location, and scope have been 
determined, the details of the project can be discussed, includ­
ing the sampling protocols and time frame for the project. At 
this stage, it is important to consider ﬁshermen’s availability, 
weather conditions, cost effectiveness, and the ecology of tar­
get species. If planned sampling events conﬂict with commer­
cial ﬁshing activity, as was the case with the CCFRP, ﬁshermen 
will need to be adequately compensated. 
To encourage discussion and debate and to engage the 
scientiﬁc and ﬁshing communities in the development of the 
protocols produced by the CCFRP, we held a third series of 
workshops. Attendees included the primary collaborators as 
well as secondary collaborators from state and federal manage­
ment agencies, universities, NGOs, recreational and commer­
cial ﬁshing communities, and the general public. Collaborators 
were able to comment on the scientiﬁc rigor and feasibility of 
the protocols and usability of the data for management. The 
resultant survey design reﬂected an optimal balance between 
logistical ﬁshing capabilities and scientiﬁc sampling needs. 
To determine an appropriate number of survey days we ap­
proximated how many ﬁsh would be caught in a given amount 
of time based on data from a similar project that we had con­
ducted in prior years. We relied on ﬁshermen’s knowledge and 
historic catch and weather data to determine the time of year 
to conduct the surveys. At the completion of each survey year 
we evaluated the coefﬁcient of variation of catch rates with 
regard to the number of survey days to determine the num­
ber of days needed to minimize variability in mean catch per 
unit effort without oversampling. The mean daily catch rate of 
all caught ﬁsh was used to generate catch per unit effort and 
coefﬁcient of variation (CV) values for a range of hypotheti­
cal sampling periods (1 to 20 days) using resampling statistics 
(Resampling Stats 6.0). Based on 2007–2009 data, we found 
that, in all four MPA and reference pairs, sampling for 2 days 
yielded a CV less than or equal to 0.5 for 40% of the 10 most 
frequently caught species; 3 days provided a CV of less than or 
equal to 0.5 for more than half of the abundant species; and 
6–9 days of sampling were needed to reduce the CV to less than 
or equal to 0.25 for abundant species. For uncommon species, 
15 days or more were needed to obtain CVs of less than 0.25. 
A stratiﬁed random sampling design (Conquest et al. 
1996) was used to take into account nonrandom, patchy ﬁsh 
distribution patterns. We incorporated ﬁshermen’s knowledge 
by factoring in their assessments of the presence of ﬁsh habitat 
and then stratifying the survey area into grid cells based on 
habitat. Within the restriction of the grid cells, the captain 
completed standardized ﬁshing drifts (Wendt and Starr 2009). 
Fishing for the survey was done by volunteer recreational 
anglers. We required that all volunteer anglers be experienced 
with ocean ﬁshing, over the age of 16, and capable of ﬁshing for 
the duration of the survey. The strength of the research then 
depended, in part, on the ability to recruit skilled ﬁshermen 
who wanted to be involved in the study. In order to recruit vol­
unteers, ads for the MPA surveys were placed on local ﬁshing 
websites and in newspapers and ﬂyers were posted near tackle 
shops and harbors, and we spread the word to collaborators 
from past projects and to ﬁshing clubs. 
The tackle used to catch the ﬁsh was determined based on 
discussions with ﬁshermen at the protocol development work­
shops and the requirement that the gear reﬂect the ﬁsh popula­
tion that was intended for surveying and the habitat in which 
they live. Because suggestions ranged along the study area and 
by individual, we chose three different types of tackle to ensure 
that a range of regional preferences was included: red and white 
shrimp ﬂies (half of each) with and without squid bait and iron 
lures (called “lingcod bars” in central California). Each gear 
type was used with equal effort. 
In our project, an assessment of the MPA monitoring pro­
tocols and the size and placement of the survey grid cells was 
made during the initial sampling trips. This led to deleting or 
moving the location of some grid cells, restricting the number 
of volunteer anglers to 12 per boat due to feasibility of pro­
cessing ﬁsh rapidly and without harm, and adjusting the sur­
vey operations (e.g., work ﬂow, delegation of tasks, placement 
of survey equipment) to be more efﬁcient and to improve ﬁsh 
handling. Based on collaborating ﬁshermen’s suggestions dur­
ing these initial trips, we decided to document and assess addi­
tional variables (e.g., tide, wind speed, surface and bottom wa­
ter temperature, presence of marine mammals, etc.) that might 
affect catch and mask temporal variability related to changes in 
ﬁsh populations. These pilot surveys also enabled us to spread 
the word about the project, showing the work in practice to 
potential volunteers. 
Implement the Project: Conduct Standardized 
Sampling 
In order to make comparisons among areas and over time, 
sampling protocols must be designed and executed in a stan­
dardized manner. To meet this requirement, all people involved 
in sampling operations should be trained on the protocols and 
species identiﬁcations through workshops that occur prior to 
 sampling on the water. We also found that 
it should be established in advance who 
among the collaborators will act as the lead 
ﬁsherman (generally the captain) and scien­
tist on a research cruise. The two leads often 
consult one another during a trip and have 
authority to make critical decisions as issues 
arise (e.g., when to end a trip due to inclem­
ent weather), thereby maintaining the ﬂex­
ibility needed to safely perform research at 
sea. 
In our MPA surveys, care was taken to 
use standard methods, and the protocols 
were set up such that they were easily re­
peatable from year to year and area to area. 
To promote standardization, workshops 
were held by the lead scientist before sam­
pling began in order to familiarize the sci­
entiﬁc crew with the protocols and common 
ﬁsh species (captains were also invited). The 
science crew practiced measuring, tagging, 
and “venting” (releasing air from an inﬂat­
ed swim bladder) on dead ﬁsh, quizzed on 
species identiﬁcation, and became familiar 
with all sampling instruments (e.g., Secchi 
disc, water temperature sensor, ﬁsh release 
devices, etc.). During these workshops, the 
science crew was also given data sheets so 
that they knew what information needed 
to be gathered and in what order (e.g., start 
time and start location needed to be written 
down in a timely fashion). 
7$%/(6XPPDU\RIWKHQXPEHURIVXUYH\GD\VDQJOHUKRXUVDQGÀVKDQGVSHFLHVFDXJKWLQWKHIRXU 
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Year 1RVXUYH\GD\V 
MPA/REF 
Angler hours 
MPA/REF 
Fishes caught 
MPA/REF 
1RVSHFLHV 
MPA/REF 
Ano Nuevo 2007 5/6 85/130 356/919 16/17 
2008 6/6 163/164 1,032/920 16/19 
2009 4/4 100/117 732/941 19/15 
2010 4/4 131/119 903/1,048 17/14 
Total 19/20 479/530 3,023/3,828 22/23 
Point Lobos 2007 6/6 154/137 2,923/1,254 19/18 
2008 6/6 164/192 2,331/869 18/18 
2009 4/4 100/95 700/305 15/13 
2010 4/4 118/90 844/374 14/15 
Total 20/20 536/514 6,798/2,802 21/21 
Piedras Blancas 2007 
2008 6/6 167/141 1,526/1,286 21/21 
2009 4/4 91/90 578/437 19/19 
2010 4/4 125/129 579/482 15/18 
Total 14/14 383/360 2,683/2,205 22/25 
Point Bunchon 2007 6/6 172/158 1,546/930 21/18 
2008 6/6 150/170 1,098/923 19/20 
2009 4/4 95/108 377/322 18/17 
2010 4/4 124/116 636/309 19/16 
Total 20/20 541/552 3,657/2,484 24/24 
Total MPA/REF 73/74 1,939/1,959 16,161/11,319 32/35 
Grand total 147 3,898 27,480 39 
~ 
Surveys were conducted in 2007, 2008, 
2009, and 2010, for a combined total of 147 sampling days in 
four MPAs and four reference sites. During the course of the 
project, we worked with 16 CPFV captains, 42 deckhands, and 
over 500 volunteer anglers. Over the four survey years, over 
27,000 ﬁshes were caught, representing 39 species (Table 1). 
Within each MPA and reference site, information was collect­
ed on catch rate, species composition, and ﬁsh lengths. These 
data will be used both to evaluate the potential impacts the 
MPAs have on the nearshore ﬁsh assemblages and to contrib­
ute to localized stock assessments. 
We are now planning to work with resource management 
agencies to incorporate our data into ﬁshery-sustainability 
models that rely upon comparisons of ﬁsh densities inside and 
outside closed areas. Some analyses we plan to conduct with 
our data include an MPA decision-tree approach (Wilson et 
al. 2010), an MPA density ratio method (Babcock and Mac-
Call 2011; McGilliard et al. 2011), a length-based reference-
point model (Cope and Punt 2009), a size-based methodol­
ogy, and a model that uses length frequency distributions to 
estimate the fraction of lifetime egg production (O’Farrell and 
Botsford 2005). Moreover, in order to assess changes in catch 
rates, mean lengths, and length frequency of individual spe­
cies, comparisons will be made between the MPA and refer­
ence site pairs over time (Figure 4). These data will also be used 
to assess changes in species composition over time. Currently, 
species composition between each MPA and reference site is 
more similar than among the MPAs (Figure 5), with signiﬁcant 
differences among areas (permutation multivariate analysis of 
variance, P = 0.0001). This is expected given the disparate 
habitat types along the central California coast (Norris and 
Webb 1990; Wagner et al. 2002; Kvitek 2010). 
Evaluate the Project: Review Results and 
Protocols 
To be fully successful, collaboration should extend beyond 
the data collection process. As in the preceding steps of the 
project, ﬁshermen should be involved in reviewing the pro­
)LJXUH&RPSDULQJWKHDFDWFKUDWHFDWFKSHUDQJOHUKRXUDQGE 
PHDQOHQJWKVSOXVRUPLQXVVWDQGDUGHUURURIEODFNURFNÀVKSebastes 
melanops) in the Año Nuevo State marine conservation area and corre­
VSRQGLQJUHIHUHQFHVLWHRYHUWKHIRXUVXUYH\\HDUV7KLVLVDQH[DPSOHRI 
how our data will serve as a baseline for future comparisons and, with 
additional years of data, will indicate changes in the MPA with respect 
WRDQRSHQDUHD1RWHWKDWFDWFKUDWHDQGPHDQOHQJWKIRUZHUH 
greatly affected by catches of a large number of 20- to 25-cm-long (2- to 
\HDUROGLQGLYLGXDOV 
tocols and results, suggesting ways to improve the execution 
of the research. Time should be taken to show collaborating 
ﬁshermen how the data are being stored and how rigorously 
they are audited and quality controlled (e.g., checking for data 
recording and entry errors and being aware of data that should 
not be used for analysis due to errors in sampling). Data should 
also be made available to ﬁshermen and other collaborators 
in order to maintain transparency. Furthermore, collaborators 
should collectively review the protocols and discuss the success 
of the project and the desire and potential to increase involve­
ment for collaborators. 
We held a series of workshops in each region at the com­
pletion of each MPA survey ﬁeld season to evaluate the proj­
ect and to discuss data analysis (Figure 3). At these meetings, 
both primary and secondary collaborators offered suggestions 
on how to improve upon the project. Collaborating ﬁsheries 
managers suggested ways in which the data could be used for 
management and, along with other collaborating scientists, 
recommended analyses for evaluating the data. 
Communicate the Results: Maintain 
Relationships with Broad Outreach 
Collaborative research has the ability to bridge disparate 
communities through frequent and open communication. This 
communication should not end after a survey is designed, ex­
ecuted, and evaluated. Rather, correspondence among primary 
and secondary collaborators and the general public should be 
maintained throughout the course of the project and, when 
possible, after its completion. Indeed, an open line of commu­
nication strengthens relationships, promotes involvement in 
future collaborative efforts, and can be practically beneﬁcial to 
the research efforts when, for example, the survey relies upon 
members of the ﬁshing community to report tagged ﬁshes. It is 
valuable to look for ways to implement the data into a man­
agement system, sharing the data with collaborating resource 
managers. Moreover, it is clear from previous studies and our 
experience that information should be published in a style that 
can be understood by industry members as well as scientists 
(Steneck 2006; Johnson and van Densen 2007) and that it 
needs to be tailored for a variety of different audiences. For ex­
ample, newsletters are useful, especially when ﬁshermen do not 
have access to the Internet or if they do not use it frequently 
(Gilden and Conway 2002). Newsletters are also more person­
al, and the effort relays the message that the communication is 
important. However, creating a newsletter is time consuming 
and it is a slow method for disseminating information; thus, 
other forms of communication are also valuable (Gilden and 
Conway 2002). Regardless of the method(s) used, information 
must be circulated broadly to multiple, diverse communities, 
representative of the stakeholders and collaborators involved, 
and to the general public. 
During and after the CCFRP surveys, a substantial effort 
was expended to conduct outreach activities. Time was taken 
to meet with scientists from ﬁsheries management agencies to 
discuss the data and ways in which they could be incorporated 
into management, especially into stock assessments and evalu­
ation of the MPAs. Furthermore, e-mails and annual ﬂyers were 
sent to the volunteer anglers (Figure 6), project updates were 
posted on ﬁshing websites, presentations were given to com­
munity groups, and press releases were done with traditional 
sources of media (local newspapers, TV news, etc.). In addi­
tion, information about the study was posted on two websites 
(http://seagrant.mlml.calstate.edu/research/ccfrp/ and http:// 
slosea.org/initiatives/sf/baseline.php), including a project over­
view, a description of the study areas (including maps), sam­
pling results, volunteer sign-up information, media related 
to the project, information on what to do with a recaptured 
tagged ﬁsh, and photos of the people involved. Through this 
outreach, the project experienced an increase in the number of 
ﬁshermen each year, with many ﬁshermen volunteering repeat­
)LJXUH6SHFLHVFRPSRVLWLRQRIWKHIRXUVXUYH\DUHDVVXPPHGRYHUDOOVXUYH\\HDUVZLWK 
ERWK03$DQGUHIHUHQFHVLWHVFRPELQHG)LVKHVLQFOXGHOLQJFRGOphiodon elongatus) and the following 
URFNÀVKHV5)EODFNSebastes melanops), blue (S. mystinus), brown (S. auriculatus), canary (S. pinniger), 
China (S. nebulosus), copper (S. caurinus), gopher (S. carnatus), kelp (S. atrovirens), olive (S. serranoides), 
vermilion (S. miniatus), and yellowtail (6ÁDYLGXV$OOVSHFLHVFRPSULVLQJOHVVWKDQRIWKHWRWDOFDWFK 
LQDJLYHQDUHDZHUHJURXSHGLQWRWKH´RWKHUµFDWHJRU\ 
to spread the word about the im­
portance of the information and 
to clear up misconceptions. Ad­
ditional conﬂict arose because 
of pricing discrepancies among 
ports for charters to pay for sam­
pling trips. Even with effort to 
standardize costs, market forces 
dictated that we pay different 
rates in different areas at times. 
This resulted in some animosity 
among collaborators, although 
we relied on careful explana­
tion and transparency to resolve 
the conﬂict. Conﬂicts also arose 
within ports where we had more 
interested owners and captains 
than we could charter. In an at­
tempt to maintain equity among 
the ﬂeet, we spread the limited 
survey days among the captains 
who were willing to attend meet­
ings and to work collaboratively. 
Another concern arose from our 
choice of tackle. We received 
several phone calls about dif­
ferent tackle that we should be 
using. Here, again, we explained 
to callers the rationale behind 
our decision while also listening 
to and—where possible—mak­
ing some modiﬁcations based on 
edly. For example, 22 individuals volunteered for more than 10 
days, and one volunteered for 35 days. 
Discussion 
Conﬂict Resolution 
Despite the tension that existed among stakeholder groups 
and between resource users and government as a result of Cali­
fornia’s MPA implementation process, we found that many 
ﬁshermen were willing and active participants in the CCFRP 
research program. Moreover, though some of the volunteer an­
glers belonged to organizations that were suing the state over 
the MPAs and were skeptical of the reserves, we found that they 
participated and supported our efforts and gave positive reviews 
of their experiences working on the project. That being said, 
our collaborative research program did not go entirely with­
out conﬂict or opposition. For example, in talking with a local 
ﬁsherman we learned that a rumor existed that our tag return 
program was a way to trap ﬁshermen who were ﬁshing inside 
of the closed areas. Similarly, several ﬁshermen called about 
reporting tagged ﬁshes but claimed that it was not worth it to 
them to report tags given the small reward ($20, a sticker, and a 
letter about the ﬁsh they caught). In both cases, we simply tried 
their advice. We purchased tackle from local producers whose 
names were widely known, so the “brand recognition” helped 
to assuage some of this criticism. Another problem that arose 
was that some captains and deckhands wanted to tag, mea­
sure, and vent the ﬁsh. We acknowledged that the ﬁshermen 
wanted to help but also tried to make it clear that it was im­
portant for the delegated roles to be respected and that the 
scientists maintain their task of using standardized techniques 
to handle, assess, and tag the ﬁshes. When the ﬁshermen did 
not respect these boundaries, we ensured that the ﬁshes were 
processed appropriately. Similarly, it sometimes proved chal­
lenging to get the volunteer anglers to keep the ﬁsh alive given 
that they typically kept their caught ﬁsh. To make this point 
clear, we discussed the importance of taking care not to injure 
the ﬁshes in our morning speech and asked the deckhands to 
crimp down the hook barbs and alert ﬁshermen to when they 
were being careless. In general, the criticism and conﬂict that 
we encountered was almost always satisﬁed by listening to the 
person and then explaining what we were doing and why. It 
was also helpful to talk to people in the resource user commu­
nity to get a sense of their perceptions of the research and to 
learn the germane issues. 
  
Evaluation 
Though we clearly promote the use of collaborative re­
search, we recognize that there is the potential for coopera­
tion to have negative outcomes or result in outcomes where 
it would have been advantageous for scientists to have 
completed the work alone. As demonstrated by Schumann 
(2010), there is the potential for increased participation by 
resource users to increase deference and trust in science to 
the point where ﬁshermen no longer feel a need for collabo­
ration or, on the contrary, the ﬁshermen are involved too 
much and begin to resent scientists for imposing on them a 
hefty work load. 
We also acknowledge that, at times, a cooperative ap­
proach—with ﬁshermen involved in fewer steps—may be 
more appropriate (e.g., when time, interest on the part of 
ﬁshermen, or funding is limited). For the MPA surveys that 
were conducted, several key components made it possible 
for us to involve ﬁshermen throughout the process, namely, 
(1) there was consistent funding for this research; (2) there 
was a dedicated technician on the project; (3) relationships 
among many of the collaborators existed prior to the begin­
ning of the project; and (4) ﬁshermen and scientists in the 
study region are typically forward thinking, making it rela­
tively easy to ﬁnd interested collaborators. 
Despite these advantages, there were still areas where 
we could have improved. For example, it would have been 
advantageous to survey the collaborating managers, scien­
tists, captains, and volunteer anglers before and after their 
involvement with the project to see how their participation 
inﬂuenced their perceptions of one another and the MPAs 
and to understand how their relationships with respect to 
trust and camaraderie changed. Without surveys, it is dif­
ﬁcult for us to quantify the success of the research in this 
regard. However, we feel that the captains’ and volunteers’ 
continued commitment to the project (e.g., 15 workshops 
to date, each with an average of 20 attendees), the friend­
ships that developed, and the investment of the ﬁshermen 
are all indications of a successful collaboration. Moreover, 
many of our volunteer anglers put CCFRP bumper stickers 
on their cars, wore CCFRP hats, and some of them defended 
our research and MPAs to ﬁshermen on local ﬁshing web­
sites. In addition, some of the collaborating captains asked 
to use the data to take to management meetings, thereby 
acknowledging that the data were valuable. Furthermore, 
we have received unprompted phone calls from ﬁshermen 
relating their on-the-water observations to previous discus­
sions of data. One of our collaborating captains called to say 
that “catch rates of blue rockﬁsh seem to be trending the 
way we predicted from the previous year.” 
)LJXUH$WWKHFRPSOHWLRQRIHDFKVXUYH\\HDUDVXPPDU\Á\HUZDVPDLOHG 
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Conclusions 
The research conducted by the CCFRP demonstrates the 
advantages of collaboration between ﬁshermen and scientists. 
The surveys generated data that respond to the need for base­
line information on the central California MPAs for future 
evaluation of their impacts on nearshore ﬁshes and will inform 
the larger study of MPA effects. These surveys were also able to 
assess ﬁsh populations that are cryptic, rock dwelling, and dif­
ﬁcult to study and generated data that could be utilized in stock 
assessments to determine the status of localized substocks. Be­
cause the survey design is applicable all along the coast, it al­
lows for the collection of comparable data in multiple states 
and regions as additional MPAs are established in California. 
The CCFRP surveys also highlight the ability of collab­
orative research projects to facilitate communication and trust 
building between scientists and ﬁshermen. We feel that the 
collaborative approach used in this study is incredibly advan­
tageous for ﬁsheries research and we hope that the described 
methodology can serve as a model to assist in the creation of 
future collaborative projects. 
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From the Archives 
We may not indulge in the dainties of the Roman 
epicure who displayed his many hued beauties alive to his 
guests, before cooking and serving; but for abundant food 
and plucky game, for marvelous breeding and wonderful 
distribution, no devices compare with those of our own 
time and country.  By new modes of transit, frozen mulle­
tare brought from New Zealand to be sold in old England, 
and live carp are sent in tanks over car-wheels from Wash­
ington to Dakota and Texas. Under the name of Kennebec 
salmon, large quantities of salmon from rivers of the Pa­
ciﬁc slope are being sold at this moment in New York, and 
even by dealers in Washington markets. The little blue-
back (Oncorhynchusnerka) and the quinnet (Oncorhyn­
chuschovicha) are now sold in this city at the price of 50 
cents per pound. These are brought in refrigerator cars 
from the Columbia river, Oregon, and are in such a good 
state of preservation as to pass readily for Maine salmon. 
 By telegraph to-day, we learn that a car-load of 
20,000 salmon from Oregon, is en route for New York, 
and is to arrive in eight days. This is what may be called 
the fruit of an enterprise by means of water frozen and 
water vaporized—ice and steam—for the preservation and 
transportation of this rarest of ﬁsh, fresh from the grand 
river of our Paciﬁc coast. 
S.S. Wilcox, Thirteenth Annual Meeting, 
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